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Abstract: This study presents an electromagnetic coupling analytical method of a fuel control system
under electromagnetic pulses. With the increasing complexity of the electromagnetic environment,
improving the survivability of the aero-engine fuel control system is of great importance. By analyzing
the electromagnetic interference of the aero-engine fuel control system under electromagnetic pulses,
a coupling analytical method of an aero-engine fuel control system under electromagnetic pulses
was proposed. The method tested the control system to obtain the coupling signal of the controller
through the bulk current injection (BCI) test. Subsequently, the numerical model of the terminal
coupling signal of the controller under an electromagnetic pulse was established, and the influence of
the terminal coupling signal on the terminal circuit was investigated by numerical simulation. The
method locates sensitive components of the control system and determines if the internal mechanism
of the electromagnetic pulse effect is the interference of the pulse signal to control signal links. The
coupling signal model is established to predict the coupling signal of the main fuel regulation control
system. It identifies potential solutions to BCI method limitations that have an impact on reducing
test costs.

Keywords: aero-engine fuel control system; coupling analysis; bulk current injection; numerical model

1. Introduction

The complex electromagnetic environment makes all kinds of electromagnetic sen-
sitive devices more susceptible. When the aero-engine control system is disturbed, the
electromagnetic pulse will be coupled into the equipment through radiation and conduc-
tion which causes the system to malfunction [1,2]. To enhance the survivability of the
aero-engine control system under electromagnetic interference, the coupling analysis of the
control system under electromagnetic pulses becomes important research in the field of
electromagnetic compatibility.

The aero-engine control system is mainly composed of the fuel regulation control
system, airflow control system, cooling system, and other subsystems. The fuel control
system converts the control command into the actual fuel flow, as shown in Figure 1. When
the system is interfered with by an electromagnetic pulse, it will be sensitive, which will
affect the working state of the aero-engine.

When measuring the electromagnetic emission and susceptibility of equipment under
test (EUT), there are commonly two simulation test methods: the injection method and
the radiation method. To simulate the electromagnetic sensitivity of the system in a
real electromagnetic (EM) environment such as a nuclear explosion and electromagnetic
pulse weapon, the radiation method obtains the electromagnetic sensitive characteristics
of the control system and provides a theoretical basis for the protection of the system.
However, due to the limitation of laboratory conditions, the current injection test method
was developed to replace the radiation test [3,4].
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Figure 1. Aircraft engine electronic control system composition diagram.

Reference [5] proposed a statistical modeling technique known as the random cou-
pling model (RCM). This study predicts effects on sensitive electronic targets in large,
real-world, lossy enclosures such as office buildings, ship compartments, and aircraft
compartments. Reference [6] presents a new method for calculating the cavity modes of
cylindrically symmetric cavities and applies the method to stacked dielectric resonators
(DRs) inside a conducting cylindrical shell. Reference [7] developed a hybrid method based
on the combination of electromagnetic topology and analytical or full-wave simulation.
The results of the proposed method are in good agreement with the result of a commercial
full-wave tool, which confirms its validity. Reference [8] developed an efficient analytical
model based on electromagnetic (EM) topology for predicting the EM field coupling with a
lossless penetrated transmission line (TL), for which the termination loads are located in
two enclosures. The finite difference time domain method has successfully verified the ana-
lytical model over a broad frequency range. Reference [9] proposed a wideband coupling
analysis method for arbitrarily incoming sources based on the EMT technique for complex
waveguide structures, including a printed circuit board. The validity of the approach is
verified by comparing the CST MICROWAVE STUDIO (MWS) and measurement results.
There is less literature research on the degrees of controller’s electromagnetic coupling
effect of the main fuel control system by a hybrid analytical method. Therefore, that will be
researched in this paper.

Many studies reveal that electromagnetic power is converted into voltage variations
on the signal links [10–12]. Therefore, the simulation and test methods are proposed,
which have achieved good results [13–15]. In addition, numerous studies have analyzed
the coupling of electronic systems under the action of electromagnetic pulses [16–19].
Reference [20] studied the electromagnetic coupling of the wiring harness in the bulk
current injection and analyzed the effect of the termination impedance on the coupled
signal. Conventional analytical and numerical approaches are inefficient for the analysis of
the electromagnetic coupling effect on a printed circuit board (PCB) in complicated electric
systems. Reference [21] assessed the electromagnetic sensitivity of the UAV sensors system
utilizing the radiation test. The electromagnetic sensitivity of the engine was studied by the
radiation test method, and the interference of electromagnetic pulse on the engine injection
system was obtained [2]. Compared with the electromagnetic radiation sensitivity test
method, the current injection test method replaces the radiation sensitivity test with the
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current conduction sensitivity test, which requires relatively simple test equipment. At
the same time, the current can be injected for a specific frequency. In addition, when a
strong electromagnetic pulse enters the electronic equipment, the control system will not
completely produce electromagnetic effects. The separate analysis of equipment is not
that important. In this paper, regarding the coupling signal of the aero-engine fuel control
system under an electromagnetic pulse by the bulk current injection, the electromagnetic
pulse coupling law of the control system is obtained, and the numerical coupling model
of the controller under an electromagnetic pulse is established. The coupled numerical
model is tested and verified. The analytical method determines the coupling mechanism of
the control system and locates the sensitive components of the control system accurately,
which determines that the internal mechanism of the electromagnetic pulse effect is the
interference of the pulse signal to the control signal link, assisting the optimal design
of the controller’s terminal circuit. At the same time, the method reduces the cost of
repeating experiments.

This section briefly describes the related research in recent years. Section 2 introduces
the coupling analytical method of the fuel control system under an electromagnetic pulse.
Section 3 introduces the test system, test equipment, and test conditions, and completes the
extraction of test results. Section 4 analyzes the test results and establishes the numerical
model of the terminal coupling signal of the control system. Based on the predicted signal,
the control terminal circuit is numerically simulated, and the electromagnetic sensitivity of
the control terminal under an electromagnetic pulse is obtained. Section 5 is the conclusion.

2. The Electromagnetic Coupling Analytical Method

The electromagnetic sensitive analytical method of the engine control system under
the electromagnetic pulse is predominantly tested by the experiment method. This method
can only detect the electromagnetic susceptibility of the system and each component, but
cannot precisely locate the sensitive position, and is not clear about the internal connection.
Subsequently, this paper proposes a coupling analytical method for the controller terminal
coupling under electromagnetic pulse, as shown in Figure 2.
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Based on the results of the BCI test, a numerical model of the coupled signal at the
controller’s terminal under an electromagnetic pulse is established. At the same time, the
terminal circuit is constructed by numerical simulation calculation method, the terminal
circuit of the controller is analyzed, and the sensitive electronic devices of the controller
terminal are obtained.
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The terminal circuit of the aero-engine controller is principally composed of a func-
tional module, a power module, and a control module. When the controller is impacted
by an external electromagnetic pulse, the pulse will couple into the terminal circuit of the
controller to cause electromagnetic interference or damage to the electronic components.
The coupling signals will be generated due to the different loads of the terminal circuit of
the controller. Therefore, this paper monitors the terminal signal of the speed signal cable.
The cable passes through the current injection probe and is at a certain height from the
ground, and its two ends are respectively connected with the controller and the sensors.
The current injection probe is placed at a certain distance from the controller, and the pulse
signal source is connected with the current injection probe through a wire.

During the test, pulse current signals with different frequencies are injected into the
cables of the control system. The pulse signal is gradually increased until the amplitude
of the signal reaches the peak value. To monitor whether the performance of the control
system is decreased, the sensitivity and damage threshold of the aero-engine fuel control
system is determined by monitoring the coupling signal of the control terminal, which
provides the analytical method for the electromagnetic protection of the controller in the
future. The sensitivity of the aero-engine fuel control system is the amplitude of the
coupling voltage of the controller when the sensitive phenomenon occurs in the system
under a strong electromagnetic pulse. The damage threshold of the aero-engine fuel control
system is the amplitude of the coupling voltage of the controller when the controller is
destroyed under a strong electromagnetic pulse. The injecting signal at 100 MHz is shown
in Figure 3. In the experiment, the frequencies selected for the injected signal were 10 kHz,
100 kHz, 1 MHz, 10 MHz, 30 MHz, and 100 MHz.
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3. Experiment

Referring to Figure 1, the aero-engine fuel control system is the investigative object in
this study. It is mainly composed of 6 parts, as shown in Figure 4. It contains a controller,
a rotating electrical motor, a linear motor, a speed sensor, a linear differential variable
transformer (LVDT) sensor, and a DC power supply. The electromagnetic coupling effect
of the system can be obtained by monitoring the differential mode voltage of the PCB
ports and monitoring the sensitive phenomenon of the control system. The system controls
the engine through the speed closed-loop control of the rotating electrical motor and the
displacement closed-loop control of the linear motor. Among them, the speed closed-loop
simulates the engine rotor speed acquisition, and the displacement closed-loop simulates
the engine fuel metering, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. The working principle of the control system.

Referring to MIL-STD-461F [22], this research injects the current signal into the con-
troller’s connection cable. The injecting position is shown in Figure 6. The injecting
displacement is 0.05 m away from the connector of the controller, the monitoring probe
is placed away from the injection probe at 0.05 m. The experiment equipment is listed
in Table 1. The probes monitor the input signal of the controller’s PCB and the injection
signal. The sensitivity of the engine fuel control system is monitored. During the test, it is
mainly ensured that the reference ground of the measurement system is consistent with the
injection source, that is, the reference potential is consistent. If the potential is inconsistent,
the pulse signal injected into the control system will have a larger ground bounce voltage,
which will damage the PCB and power drive accessories. It is necessary to carry out the
electromagnetic pulse sensitive test to analyze the coupling effect of the fuel control system
under the action of an electromagnetic pulse. Figure 7 shows the test process.
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Firstly, it is essential to ensure that the operating state of the control system remains
normal. Secondly, to select the test port to conduct the test on the control system. Subse-
quently, to select pulse signals with different frequencies to inject into the control system
and monitor the working state of the control system to determine whether the performance
of the system has changed. Thereafter, to monitor the sensitive phenomena of the control
system and carry out the above test procedure on other components of the control system.
Lastly, to determine the electromagnetic sensitivity of the control system by the working
states and sensitive phenomena of the control system.

4. Results and Analysis
4.1. Experimental Results and Phenomenon

In the test process, the electromagnetic sensitive effect and sensitivity of the aero-
engine fuel control system under an electromagnetic pulse can be obtained by monitoring
the working state of the control system. To inject the pulse current signal into the speed
sensor, the system is sensitive when the frequency of the injected signal is 30 MHz. With
the repeated injection of pulse current signal, the sensitive phenomenon occurs repeatedly,
the speed of the DC motor will be abnormal, and the linear motor will have repeated
displacement changes. When a sensitive phenomenon occurs, the voltage between the
detection ports of the speed sensor is 80 V. Now, the electromagnetic pulse coupling signal
causes the measured speed of the engine to change. According to the control strategy of
the fuel control system in Figure 5, there is a linear correspondence between the speed
and the fuel quantity. During the engine’s operation process, it is necessary to ensure the
engine speed is stable. When the speed collected by the speed sensor increases, the fuel
control system controls the output level of the linear motor to reduce the opening of the
fuel pump valve needle. It reduces the amount of simulated fuel and changes the position
of the valve needle of the simulated fuel pump. Then, the displacement of the linear motor
shortens. Meanwhile, the LVDT sensor collects the displacement of the fuel pump valve
needle. When the amplitude of the voltage signal is reduced, the rotation speed of the
DC motor is reduced, and the closed-loop control of the rotation speed and displacement
is completed.

4.2. Numerical Model of the Monitoring Port

By analyzing the coupling signal of the monitoring port injected into different po-
sitions, the electromagnetic pulse signal coupled into the terminal of the control system
can be obtained. By analyzing the pulse signal of the component port under the test,
the coupling signal model of the port is established. Under the condition of pulse signal
injection, the influence of the coupled signal injected into the controller port on the output
of each integrated chip of the controller is calculated by numerical simulation. At the
same time, by analyzing the pulse signal and the coupling signal of the control system, the
numerical model of the coupling signal of the control system under the electromagnetic
pulse is established, which is verified by experiments.

In this paper, we attempt to select the signal of the speed acquisition port for analysis
and establish the coupling model of the speed acquisition terminal under an electromagnetic
pulse. The responsive signal is shown in Figure 8.

Through the numerical fitting of the pulse current injection signal, the pulse injection
signal function related to frequency is established and normalized to obtain the pulse
injection signal model, which is shown as

I(t) = A sin(2π f t) · e−B·t (1)

where I is the pulse current injection signal, A is the pulse current amplitude coefficient, B
is the pulse current attenuation coefficient, f is the frequency of the injection signal, and t is
the injection time. Table 2 shows the parameters of A and B.
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Table 2. The parameters of A and B.

The Frequency of Injected Signal A B

10 kHz 2.7 2.2× 103

100 kHz 1.2 2.1× 104

1 MHz 2.1 2.2× 105

10 MHz 0.5 2.4× 106

30 MHz 1.7 9.5× 106

100 MHz 2.8 1.2× 107

The terminal coupling signal can be obtained by separating the monitoring signal of
the speed port. Through numerical fitting of pulse signals, the response model of speed
acquisition terminal under strong electromagnetic pulse is established and is shown as

V(t) = A′ sin(2π f ′t) · e−B′ ·t (2)

where V(t) is the pulse current injection signal, A′ is the pulse current amplitude coefficient,
B′ is the pulse current attenuation coefficient, f ′ is the frequency of the coupling signal,
and t is the injection time. Table 3 shows the parameters of A′ and B′.

Table 3. The parameters of A′ and B′.

The Frequency of Injected Signal A’ B’

10 kHz 0.23 3.1× 103

100 kHz 0.25 2.2× 104

1 MHz 0.4 3.1× 105

10 MHz 1.7 3.1× 106

30 MHz 3.1 6× 106

100 MHz 13.8 1× 107
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The transfer function refers to the ratio of the input of the signal outgoing port to the
input of the signal incoming port, that is, the ratio of the signal from the pulse interference
source port to the signal from the response port. According to Equations (1) and (2), α
and β are defined as signal amplitude transfer coefficient and signal attenuation coefficient
as follows:

α =
A′

A
= α(ζ) · f ′′ (3)

β = B′ − B = β(ζ) · f ′′

10
(4)

ζ = lg
f ′′

103 , f = f ′ = f ′′ (5)

Through the analysis of the pulse signal and port coupling signal, we establish the
coupling transfer function of the control system, as shown in Equation (6). The coupled
transfer function model can predict the port coupling signal of the control system in
this paper under a strong electromagnetic pulse, which greatly reduces the test cost and
simplifies the analytical process. The coupling parameters were numerically fitted and
normalized by polynomial fitting, and α(ζ) and β(ζ) are shown in Equation (7). The
parameters of ai and bi (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 6) are listed in Table 4.

H( f ) =
V(t)
I(t)

= α · e−β·t = α(ζ) · f · e−β(ζ)· f
10 ·t (6)

[
α(ζ)
β(ζ)

]
=

[
a1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6

]


ζ5

ζ4

ζ3

ζ2

ζ1

ζ0

 (7)

Table 4. The parameters of ai and bi.

i ai bi

1 9.132× 10−8 0.039
2 −1.346× 10−6 −0.551
3 7.047× 10−6 2.853
4 −1.448× 10−5 −6.435
5 4.924× 10−5 5.596
6 −1.226× 10−5 −0.602

Firstly, we extract the parameters of the pulse injection signal. The amplitude coeffi-
cient and attenuation coefficient of the current injection signal is determined and the pulse
injection signal model is established. Secondly, we infer the terminal coupling transfer
function of the system. Finally, the prediction model of the terminal coupling function of
the controller is obtained through reasonable derivation. The terminal coupling signal pre-
diction process is shown in Figure 9. The established model can predict the port coupling
signal of the control system in this paper under the electromagnetic pulse, which reduces
the test cost and simplifies the analytical process. The numerical results of the controller’s
coupling signal are verified by experiments, as shown in Figure 10. The amplitude of the
injecting currents in Figure 10a,b are 5 A and 10 A.
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Figure 10. Comparison of numerical and measured curves.

The error analysis of the prediction model and measured data is shown in Equation (8),
where VP is the amplitude of the prediction signal and VM is the amplitude of the measure-
ment signal. The analytical results are shown in Figure 11. It can be seen from the figure
that the error between the port coupling signal obtained by the prediction model and the
port coupling signal by the measurement is less than 7.3%, which can replace the measured
result and has a good application value. By comparing the coupling signal of the controller
at 10 kHz to 100 MHz, the error analysis of the numerical and the measured data is carried
out, and the results are shown in Figure 11.

error =
|VP −VM|

VM
× 100% (8)
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4.3. Numerical Analysis

The terminal circuit of the speed sensor is composed of filter capacitors, integrated
chips, and other passive devices. The principal function is to realize the regulation of the
speed sinusoidal signal. Through the integrated chip MAX9926, the sine signal collected
by the speed sensor is converted into a square wave signal, and the rotational speed is
measured by collecting the number of square waves per unit time. It is shown in Figure 12.
Under the condition of BCI, the monitoring signal of the terminal circuit is shown in
Figure 13.
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The pulse coupling signal causes the sinusoidal signal collected by the MAX9926
to be distorted, and the pulse signal is partially coupled with the sinusoidal signal. To
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further analyze the mechanism of electromagnetic susceptibility in the control system under
an electromagnetic pulse, this paper establishes the controller terminal circuit model in
Multisim, detects the typical port signal of the controller, and analyzes the influence of
the pulse coupling signal on the controller’s terminal circuit. The pulse signal is coupled
into each functional module through the controller connector port, causing interference or
damage to electronic components and integrated chips. A typical port detection signal is
shown in Figure 14.
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In Figure 14, it is noticeable that the pulse coupled signal interferes with the signal
transmitted to the microcontroller unit (MCU). Since the MCU collects the speed signal by
counting the number of square waves in a certain period of time, the number of square
waves collected is greater than the number of square waves generated by the actual speed,
resulting in abnormal speed collection. When the speed signal is input to the MCU, the
MCU adjusts the fuel quantity according to the fuel control strategy and reduces the engine
speed, which will affect the normal operation of the engine.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, based on the electromagnetic topology theory, an electromagnetic cou-
pling analytical method for the aero-engine control system under electromagnetic pulses is
proposed, which uses a combination of experimental methods and numerical calculation
methods. The coupling signal at the port of the control system is monitored through a
bulk current injection test. On this basis, a numerical model for the coupling signal of
the controller under an electromagnetic pulse is established. Through the simulation, the
electromagnetic sensitivity of the controller terminal under an electromagnetic pulse and
the sensitive elements of the controller are well-defined. Meanwhile, the influence of the
port coupling signal on the control link is analyzed.

In general, the electromagnetic coupling analytical method has great significance to
study the electromagnetic sensitivity of the control system under the electromagnetic pulse,
which effectively reduces the test cost and the limitations of the test method. It provides a
basis for the measured technology and PCB design improvement of the control system. In
the future, the author will conduct electromagnetic coupling analysis on more electronic
systems to improve the safety of systems in complex electromagnetic environments.
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